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ABSTRACT

A numerical model of heat transfer using combined conduction, radiation and convection in

AADSF was used to evaluate temperature gradients in the vicinity oft_he crystal/melt interface for

variety of hot and cold zone set point temperatures specifically for the growth of mercury
cadmium telluride (MCT). Reverse usage of hot and cold zones was simulated to aid the choice of

proper orientation of crystal/melt interface regarding residual acceleration vector without actual

change of furnace location on board the orbiter. It appears that an additional booster heater will be

extremely helpful to ensure desired temperature gradient when hot and cold zones are reversed.

Further efforts are required to investigate advantages/disadvantages of symmetrical furnace

design (i.e. with similar length of hot and cold zones).
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1_ INTRODUCTION

In crystal growth by directional solidification, fluid flow is dominated in low gravity

experiments by any residual acceleration vector, particularly a component transverse to the liquid-

solid interface. The vector is due to an effect caused by the furnace not being at the center of mass

of the orbiter, and the drag induced on the orbiter during flight. A high temperature gradient is

essential in some crystal growth systems to achieve a growth rate comparable to convection

driven fluid flow and still avoid constitutional supercooling. While the location of the AADSF

may vary from mission to mission relative to the center of mass, there is generally a residual

acceleration effect caused by the separation from the center of mass. The drag component has a

magnitude and direction dependent on the flight orientation of the orbiter. To accommodate a

variety of crystal growth systems on the same mission, in which the desired residual acceleration

vector may have to point in opposite directions for optimum stability during growth, it might be

necessary to fly the orbiter in two opposed directions. This may not be possible due to thermal

concerns, safety concerns, communication concerns, etc. One possible solution to this problem is

to exchange the hot and cold zones of the AADSF. AADSF has five zone heaters, and this paper

describes the modeling simulation of the behavior and optimization of these heaters to achieve an

acceptable temperature gradient with the hot and cold zones reversed. The advantages of having a
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symmetrical heater furnace with booster heaters on both sides of the thermal barrier region are
discussed.

It is well known that the temperature field in the vicinity of the crystal growth interface is a

major factor responsible for the quality of crystals grown from the melt. In order to achieve

complete control over the temperature field, special design features, such as multiple heaters,

radiation shield and a heat extraction plate were incorporated into the design of the high gradient

furnace built by Teledyne Brown Engineering for NASA ] to implement directional solidification

crystal growth on board the Space Shuttle. 2 Previous efforts have been made to determine,

through numerical modelling, those thermal conditions for which HgCdTe crystal/melt interface

shape is optimal, to ensure quality of crystal. 3,4,5 These works provide important insight on the

problem, although only estimated temperature boundary conditions on the surface of the ampoule

with HgCdTe were available. On the other hand numerical models of the global heat transfer in

the AADSF furnace were developed. 1,6 In the present work these two approaches led to the joint

model of the heat transfer in the furnace and of the melt convection during crystal solidification.

Special consideration will be given to reverse usage of the hot and cold zones. Regarding the

furnace modeling, the approach undertaken in the present work is close to that presented by

Rosch. 6 However, in addition to conduction, both radiation and convection are directly included

here in the numerical model. The advanced model of the sample that includes a realistic crystal/

melt shape and realistic MCT properties is incorporated into the fumace model to represent actual

growth experiment. The programming efforts were significantly reduced due to the use of the

commercial finite element package FIDAP. 7

2- AADSF NUMERICAL MODEL

The actual AADSF furnace design is shown schematically in figure 1. The design of the

furnace includes five independently controlled heating elements to provide the desired

temperature profile. The proposed additional booster heater is also indicated. Another important

feature is the design of a steep temperature gradient zone which includes a booster heater, a heat

extraction plate and insert to limit radiation transfer between the hot and cold zones. From a

numerical modeling point of view, three typical zones in the furnace can be distinguished. First

there is solid MCT along with molten material, where conduction and convection occur in an area

with boundary movement caused by the solidification. There is no radiation in this area as MCT is

opaque. Secondly, there are the fused silica ampoule, the surrounding furnace solid opaque parts,

and empty cavities in which conduction and radiation are the primary modes of heat transfer. A

brief description of the approach to model these two zones follows. Finally as the furnace cavities

include argon, convection in the gas should be also taken into account. Although gas convection is

actually incorporated into the furnace model, due to limitations on the size &the mesh this feature

was not used in simulations presented here. It means that results of simulation represents

microgravity conditions, rather then earth based experiment. On the other hand convection in the

melt is included, to represent the effect of residual acceleration on board the orbiter. Conduction

and radiation in furnace cavities are treated in the same way as in the rest of the furnace. Although

the final results presented here are steady state temperature distribution, time dependence was

included into the model, so that transient calculations could be performed to obtain a reasonable

initial guess of the steady state finite element solution.
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Figure 1. Schematic presentation of the AADSF fumace. Actual design with proposed second

booster heater. Details of cartridge design are omitted.
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3_ Modellin_ of Conduction and Radiation_

A numerical model proposed here is implemented throughout the furnace, as shown in figure

1. Necessary modifications are included in the area where convection occurs. The modeled area

also include heating elements. In an actual experimental set up the temperature of each heating
element is controlled via electronic control units to ensure that deviation from the desired set

point temperature does not exceed 3.5 ° K, even for a maximum temperature of 1400°K. For this

reason in the numerical model each heating element is assigned a constant set point temperature.

To model this situation, one assumes there are no volumetric energy sources and that in the solid

media heat transfer results from conduction only, such that

(1)

v(kv 
Here P, Cp and k represents density, specific heat and conductivity of respectively.

Appropriate boundary conditions include conduction and radiation

(2)

qtotal = -n. (kV T) + qradiation

To calculate the proper radiative heat flux qradiation that contributes to the total heat flux (2)

radiative heat balance in each enclosure (cavity) must be considered. For this purpose the

boundaries of enclosure can be treated as a set of M small areas, each area j with its own

emissivity g. and surface temperature T. - A new steady surface temperature distribution

resulting froa_ surface to surface radiation car/be calculated using the enclosure equation. 7, 8

(3)

M

-- - Fi,j qj, radiation = Z (Si, j- Fi,j ) °SBT;

J=l

The view factors between two isothermal finite areas A i and Aj can be calculated from

(4)

-71 _ _ c°sOic°s0jdA.d A
Fi,j = A. zcr. . t j

I AiAj l,j

To obtain radiation flux qradiation in boundary conditions (2) the sum over all finite radiating
surfaces should be calculated.
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M

q radiation = --E qj,radiation j E _j

j=l

(5)

Each enclosure presented in the model (totalling five) should be considered separately using

equation (3) with related view factors (4). The numerical problem is now defined and can be

solved using finite dement technique implemented in FIDAP package. 7

4. Convection: Conduction and Solidification.

In the molten material, equation (1) should be modified to incorporate convection

(6)

p%_T+u. VT) : V(kVT)

Molten MCT is considered as an incompressible fluid, with laminar flow due to buoyancy

force. The density variation is included in the momentum conservation equation, but density is set

constant elsewhere in accordance with Boussinesq approximation.

(7)

O(_t +u-Vu) = - Vp+ _t. Au+ pg[l- 13 (T- TO) ] V-u=0

The phase change interface is considered as free (moving) boundary. Species nansport across

the interface is not incorporated at this time. The following set of boundary conditions apply.

First, the melting temperature should be preserved on solid/melt interface

(8)

Tmelt = ]'solid = const

Heat transfer balance on the interface should include solidification latent heat release, L.

dSsolid

_o.dV_o.d • il-kmeltVZmelt" n : pg--_t

(9)

The new independent variable S represents the location of solid/melt boundary. Balance of

the mass across interface should be preserved so that

(10)

dSmelt dSsolid

Pmelt--_ = Psolid-_
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No-slip boundary conditions are applied

(11)

Umelt ( S) = 0

To resolve this problem the moving boundary feature of the finite element code FIDAP was
used. 7

5. TEST PROBLEM

In order to verify modelling approach as well as numerical procedures the following problem

previously investigated both numerically and experimentally in reference 9 was considered.

Combined conduction, radiation and gas convection due to side wall temperature difference occur

in a square enclosure in a piece of solid material (lexan). The results of 2-D test run presented on

figure 2. indicate good agreement with the findings of Kim and Viskanta. 9

Figure 2. Combined conduction, radiation and convection in enclosure. Temperature field in the

cavity filled with air and in solid wall (lexan) The isotherms marked A corresponds to

270.6°K, B-275.8°K, etc., J-317.4 °K.
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6_ RESULTS

Typical results of simulations are presented in figure 3. The steady state temperature field in

furnace shown was obtained for the following temperature set points: 330°C, 3600C, 8540C,

846°C, 856°C for cold guard, cold, booster, hot and hot guard heaters respectively, that is referred

as case 1 in table 1. A remarkable feature of temperature distribution is the practically linear
temperature profile on the outer boundary of the furnace, as well as on the axis of the furnace, so

that the gradient in the ampoule vicinity is higher. It is shown that better insulation below and

above the ampoule and crystal, such as usage of ceramic blanket to fill in empty spaces, results in

a higher temperature gradient. The effect of the shield insert is dearly indicated, as it almost

completely blocks radiative heat transfer from booster heater to the cartridge. The heat extraction

plate has a practically constant temperature, due to the high conductivity of material (inconel) up
to 23.2 J/m-s-K at 1144.25°K, staring from 10.7J/m-s-K at 477.55°K. In the present study the

global modeling of furnace is used to provide realistic temperature boundary conditions for

crystal growth zone. When both crystal and melt are incorporated into a global model of furnace,

it appears that sufficient resolution of solid/melt interface requires a fine mesh presently available
only in a separate complementary model. Due to this limitation solutal convection and effects of

double-diffusion were neglected here. The thermophysical properties of HgCdTe are similar to
used in work 4, except the viscosity. Recently measured temperature dependent viscosity data

from lO were used. A summary of the cases considered numerically is presented in table 1.

TABLE 1.

Set temperature Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Cold Guardian 330°C 330°C 856°C 856°C

Cold Heater 3 600C 3600C 846°C 846°C

Proposed additional N/A set free N/A 854°C

booster heater

Booster Heater 854°C 854°C set free set free

Hot Heater 846°C 846°C 360°C 360°C

Hot Guard 856°C 856°C 330°C 330°C

The calculation of the gradient close to the interface in both the melt and the solid can be

made from consideration of temperature field presented on figure 3 for easel and the analogous

figures for the other three cases. So do this with high degree of confidence, however, requires that

a much finer mesh be applied locally, this work is on-going.
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Figure 3. Temperature field in central part of the furnace.The isotherms marked B corresponds to

642.6°K, C-668.9°K, etc., T-1116°K.The isotherms are spaced at 26.3°K. Streamlines

indicate location of molten MCT.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

A realistic model of heat lransfer in AADSF was used to evaluate temperature gradients in

the vicinity of the crystal/melt interface for a variety of heaters set temperatures. It indicates, that

reverse usage of furnace cold and hot zone, to ensure proper orientation of crystal/melt interface

relative to the residual acceleration vector on orbiter without changing the actual location of the

furnace can be achieved. The additional booster heater will be extremely helpful to maintain

desired temperature gradient. Further efforts are required to investigate advantages/disadvantages

of symmetrical furnace design (i.e. with similar length of hot and cold zones).
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